
The  Impact of The Project at School (Final Report) 

 

A survey has been applied at our  school to reveal the common outfits and the impact of 

the Project on the students and the teachers even around the province. 192 people have 

joined the survey and answered  20 questions prepared by the students who are the 

members of the Project. The questions and the evaluation of them are as follows; 

1.Question 1: I would join a new Project  

100% of the students and some of the teachers  have uttered that they would eagerly 

join a new Project that the school might offer. 

2.Question 2:Teachers react in a positive way when projects are mentioned 

90% percent of the students and 100% of the teachers stated that teachers think 

positively about the ınternational projects performed  at school.According to this 

findings one can come up with the idea that some teachers may not be eager to join the 

Project by themselves but they enjoy the idea that their students should attend these 

kind  of activities in order to improve themselves all. 

3.Question 3:Families wanted their children to attend our Project 

100% of the students,families and the teachers agreed that the families reacted 

positively towards the Project that was performed at our school  and they wanted their 

children to join international activities.Thus, one can infer that families were very glad 

that their children has joined this Project and travelled abroad for the first time and 

they would be pleased ıf they could join a new Project. 

4.Question 4: The students and the teachers  having travelled  through the Project   

                      have shared their experience 

100 % of the people that have  answered the polls stated that sharing the memories and 

the experience was very fruitful in terms of forming a new idea to start  new projects 

around Europe and this part of Europe. 

5. Question 5: The experience of the students and the teachers joined the Project has 

attracted me and I find this Project very useful in terms of improving language skills 

and frienship throughout Europe 

100% of the students and the teachers stated that the Comenius Project held in our 

school was very fruitful in terms of improving one’s language skills and friendship among 

people from different countries and cultures.  Out of these outfits one can  say that 



seven countries and seven different cultures have met at a common point and tried to 

establish unforgettable memories and combinings. Most of the students and the 

teachers have come to the idea that a foreign language (esp English) is important to 

make good relations among foreign people. 

6.Question 6: Im interested in the experiences that the students and the teachers 

shared and I support these kind of projects 

Almost all the students and the teachers  stated that this Project  has lead them to 

think about a new Project.All the photos ,videos and the website have attracted the 

attention of all the other students ‘ and teachers’ attention. 

7. Question 7:The Project  help the students ,teachers and administrators  meet 

innovative  teaching 

95% of the students,100% of the teachers and the administrators think that this 

Project helped  them meet innovative teaching and gave the idea that they should use 

these methods regularly.They agreed that this kind of teaching and including the 

technology into teaching is more effective than the traditional teaching. 

8.Question 8: The Project has reinforced the relationship between different people 

from different cultures and contributed to European values 

All the students and the teachers and administrators agree that this Project has 

contributed alot to the groups  to grasp the European values and combined people from 

different cultures. This Project has proved that people especially young ones can 

establish strong relations despite different features of the cultural issues. 

9.Question 9:The Project has resulted in  some positive changes in the attitudes of the 

students and the teachers. 

Nearly all the students and the teachers  agree that the Project has some positive 

effects  on  not only the attitudes of the teachers but also that of the students.For 

example, teachers have used the products of the Project and  the students enjoyed 

them all. 

10.Question 10: Which of the cultures do you find closer to yours out of the countries 

involved the Project 

The students  stated that the Bulgarian culture has seemed them closer and the 

teachers find the Italian culture closer to theirs. 

11.Question 11: Which meeting has affected you most? 



The students and the teachers all have the common idea that all the meetings affected 

them differently and they add that each country and people have different cultures but 

one common thing that is true friendship. 

12.Question 12: Which of the 3 countries would you like to travel If you had a chance to 

go abroad through a Project  again? 

The students  answered this question as follows:Bulgaria,Romania and Spain 

13. Question 13:In what ways has the Project contributed to you? 

The students and the teachers both think that the Project has contributed them in 

meeting new cultures,living styles and people,practicing foreign language,new teaching 

methods, grasping the significance of techonology in teaching,meeting new 

values,tasting different food,having the chance to learn  historical and geographical 

features of other countries. 

14. Question14:What has attracted your attention most about the countries you have 

travelled so far? 

The teachers and the students that have travelled cited that art,traffic rules,respect 

between people,life styles,common culture and history,families being hospitable and 

friendly,people at Project all have attracted their attention. 

15.Question 15: How were the attitudes of the people towards you during the meetings? 

All the students and the teachers admitted that all the students 

,teachers,administrators and the families of the host countries very 

kind,hospitable,friendly,lovely,warm , hardworking,organized and helpful. 

16.Question 16: Which opportunities do you think you would miss if you didnt join this 

Project? 

All the members of the school think that they would miss the opportunity of meeting 

new people,understanding new cultures,life styles,practising language,making true 

frienships around the World, travelling abroad,meet European culture and importance 

of technology in education,innovative teaching methods. 

17.Have you had the chance of comparing educational systems of Project groups? 

All the students and the teachers approved that they had the chance of comparing 

education systems  and school habits  that of other countries that have joined the 

Project.According to them there are some differences and similarities between the 

teaching methods especially  language teaching and ICT. 



18.Question 18: Have  you found the Project benefical as regards to usage  of 

technology  in  modern classroom? 

Almost all the students and the teachers pointed out that this Project lead them to 

recognize the usage of the ICT once again and find out that the students can be  

included the teaching process even helping the teacher preparing ICT materials. 

19.Question 19: In what ways has this Project  contributed you and your teaching and 

learning habits? 

Most of the students and the teachers admitted that this Project has affected them 

not only culturally but also academically. 

Both group’s first expressions have always been in a positive manner and they express 

their appreciations  to all teachers,administrators,cordinators ,students and the 

families taken part in the Project. 

As to teaching and learning habits ,teachers have the same idea that they have had 

many experiences both culturally and academically. They utter that thay have learnt 

many valuable things in terms of innovative way of teaching and its impact on the 

education.They state that they have learnt thinking beyond the borders of traditional 

teaching .Besides, they have  discovered that people may have true friendships around 

the Europe and the World as well despite the main cultural and geographical 

differences. 

Both students  groups that have joined the mobilities and havent joined them agree 

that these kind of tasks yield them to broaden their point of views and go beyond the 

borders. 

20.Question 20: Do you think that the Project has met the goals stated at the 

beginning? 

All teachers,students,administrators and the families at school stated that the Project 

has met the goals aimed at the very beginning and add that the two years experience in 

the Project has resulted in many positive chances in their school life and  point of 

views.They found the meetings very successful and fruitful.They also have a common 

feeling that all the people joined the Project have conributed alot not only to the 

innovative thinking but also peace aroud Europe. 

 

 

 


